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But just like any other piece of decor, intentional thought and careful planning is needed to make a wooden 
sign look amazing. 

Choose the wrong size and your room feels off - or, select a style that doesn’t fit with your home decor, and 
it stands out like a sore thumb. 

Thankfully, it doesn’t have to be that way. Here at Aimee Weaver Designs, we have firsthand experience of 
the exquisite beauty a handmade wooden sign can bring to a home. 

We want you to experience beauty in your home too, and that’s why we’ve put together this article on 
decorating with wooden signs. 

Ready to decorate a space so beautiful you just want to stand and stare at it?

When it comes to decorating with wooden signs, simple is best. 

If you have other pieces of decor accompanying your sign on a bookcase, shelf, or mantle, ensure that they 
are visually pleasing and simple. 

For example, house plants and items with neutral colors like a tobacco basket are perfect for pairing with a 
handmade wooden sign. 

Beyond that, keep the signs themselves simple. As a general rule, we recommend having no more than 
three signs per room - unless you like having your friends and family walking around your house like it's a 
museum! 
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LET’S GET STARTED WITH 5 TIPS
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WOODEN SIGNS COME
IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES. 

Sometimes a smaller sign is perfect for adding the finishing touch to a room’s decor. 

But a common mistake in home decor designs is having random knick-knacks scattered here and there 
throughout the room. Even if you love each of them individually a room just seems cluttered with all those 
items competing for your attention. 

It's better to choose a few pieces that are important and make them the focus of your room. 

In this case, a large sign works perfectly. It can act as the visual centerpiece of your room, and aid in 
making it feel clean, cohesive, and beautiful. 
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3A COMMON PLACE TO HAVE A HANDMADE
SIGN IS ON A WALL IN YOUR HOUSE -

Smaller wooden signs are perfect for anchoring the decor on your kitchen counter, bedroom dresser, or 
mantle. 

Another great benefit of having signs on multiple surfaces is that you can switch them out as seasons 
change. 

For example: 

In the Spring you might plop a “Hello Spring” sign in your kitchen and then transition to a vintage farmers 
market sign or inspirational quote during the summer.
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but you don’t have to stop there.
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REFLECT YOUR
PERSONALITY

NO ONE WANTS TO BE A COOKIE -CUTTER KIND
OF PERSON. YOU WANT TO FIND YOUR STYLE
AND THEN DISPLAY IT FOR PEOPLE TO SEE.

That’s why we encourage people to use handmade wooden signs to really let their personality and 
character shine through. 

Are you a person of faith? Get a wooden sign with a Bible verse, or quote that you love. Do you like old 
things? Get your hands on a wooden sign that has a worn, distressed, look. 

Handmade signs can really scratch an itch here since most wooden sign creators offer custom signs. You 
choose the text, they make the sign. 

The important thing is to remember to let your own unique style bleed through!
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BUT AS YOU ALREADY KNOW, THIS IS MUCH EASIER SAID THAN DONE!
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PLACE
THEM WITH
SIMILAR ITEMS
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HERE’S A SIMPLE RULE FOR
DECORATING YOUR HOME:
NOTHING SHOULD EVER BE AN ISLAND. 

For example, you wouldn’t want to put a handmade sign about the sun, sea, and salt spray in a woodsy 
cabin with a fireplace and animal mount. 

On the other hand, a dairy sign would go perfectly on a shelf in a kitchen that includes an old milk bottle 
and cream pitcher. 

The goal is to create a personality, and feeling for each room. Making sure the wooden signs fit the feeling 
you are trying to achieve is important in your own satisfaction with the decor in your house. 
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THIS RULE APPLIES BOTH TO WHERE THINGS ARE PLACED IN THE ROOM, 
AND STYLES WITHIN THE ROOM.
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AND THE BEST PART?
WORKING WITH US COULDN’T BE EASIER

Handmade wooden signs can take your home decor to the next level. If you use them correctly, your 
friends will be oohing and aahing the next time they come to visit! 

If you are looking to buy your first handmade wooden sign, or add to your collection, get in touch with us 
at Aimee Weaver Designs. 

We create custom signs made just for your space using the highest quality craftsmanship and reclaimed 
barn wood. We also offer other home decor items like paintings, candles, clocks, and tapestries.  

If you are tired of staring at blank walls, and ready to make your home gorgeous, contact us today.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU! 

CONCLUSION

1 VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO ORDER YOUR CUSTOM DESIGN
2 WE CREATE YOUR SIGN AND CAREFULLY SHIP IT STRAIGHT
   TO YOUR FRONT DOOR
3 YOU GET TO FILL YOUR HOME WITH BEAUTY


